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ABSTRACT

We investigated whether an intrinsic pitch (1?)

effect occurs in Standard Chinese and if it exists
how IP and pitch level interact with each other.

The fundamental frequencies (F0) of each 9

Chinese vowels at different tonal points were

measured in three cases: (I) in a monosyllable, (2)

in the word-initial and (3) the word-final posi-
tion of a disyllabic word. The test items (400

monosyllables and 509 disyllabic words) were

embedded in a frame sentence and uttered by 5

male and 5 female informants. The results

show that the characteristics of [P are to be found
in all four different tones of Standard Chinese
in spite of the fact that those tones have
different F0-pattems. Further, the higher the rela-
tive pitch value, the larger the difference in F0

among the vowels. The IP differences are
reduced in word-final position. These results sug-
gest a new hypothesis.

INTRODUCTION

Intrinsic pitch ( or intrinsic F0) describes the

influence of tongue height of vowels on the F0-value associ-
ated with them: high vowels have higher average F0-
values than low vowels when other factors are kept con-
stant. A great deal of research has been devoted to the
analysis and quantification of intrinsic pitch in several
languages: English, Italian, Danish, Japanese, French,
German, Greece, Taiwanese Chinese, Yoruba, Serbo-

Croatian, ltsekiri. and Chinese. I? has also been
observed when vowels were sung at the same pitch. The
reference list can be found in [1].

Various experimental conditions were applied in these
studies. In the early experiments, isolated 'real‘ words as
well as ’nonsense' words were used. The segmental
enviromnents (i.e. consonantal context) were carefully con-
trolled. Later, the test words were embedded in a frame
sentence. The effects of prosodic environment on [P
had been took into account. Petersen [2] reported that
the magnitude of IP in stressed syllables is larger than
the one in unstressed syllables. Similar results were
obtained for Italian accent/nonaccent words [3]. All of
these studies generally showed similar results except
Umeda’s [4] which reported that there were no consistent
11’ effects in a 20-min reading by two speakers. In
order to investigate whether 11’ effects occur in connected

speech, Ladd and Silvennan [5] compared test vowels (in
German) in comparable segmental and prosodic
environments under two different experimental conditions:

(1) a typical laboratory task in which a carrier sen-

tence served as a frame for test vowels; (2) a para-

graph reading task in which test vowels occurred in a
variety of prosodic environments. It was shown that the 1P
effect does occur in connected speech, but that the

size of the IP differences is somewhat smaller than in
carrier sentences. They pointed out that Umeda’s finding
was questionable because she apparently had not made any
attempt to control for the prosodic environment of the
vowels that were measured. In a recent study, Shadle [61

investigated the interaction of IP and intonation in
running speech. She examined the F0 of the vowels
[1.a,u] in four sentence positions. The results showed a
large main effect of [P that lessened in sentence final
posrtion .

However, none of these studies were concemed with
the roles of pitch level and the position in the word in
affecting intrinsic pitch. The main goal of the present
experiment was to get a general idea about the effect of
mtnnsrc pitch in Standard Chinese. The effect was to be
studied as a function of the following variables: (1)
pitch level (in different tones); (2) position in disyllabic
words (word-initial and word-final).

METHOD

The material consists of two parts, 400 monosyllables and

509 disyllabic words. All possible combinations of con-

sonants and simple vowels in Standard Chinese were
included in the monosyllable part, and each combination
occurs four times with four different tone patterns.

Among them there are 279 ’real’ monosyllabic words

and 121 ’nonsense’ words. In the disyllabic word pm.

every word consist of one test syllable (a Simple vowel
preceded by an initial consonant) and one matched syllable.

The matched syllable was chosen in such a way that the
test vowels could be compared in a similar Segmental
environment and the same tonal surroundingfi-
Examples are fihua‘i/fihua; wEibé/Wé'uié/Wé‘h“
Laying/fixing, (the test syllables are underlined)- Of the
test syllables 273 were in word-initial and 236 in word-

fi_nal position. As many combinations of two tones as 1305'
srble were involved in this part.

In .order to make all test items be in the same phonetic

cnvrronment and to approach the situation of connected

SPCCCh. all the monosyllables and disyllabic words were
embedded in the frame sentence [W5 di'i __ zi./ (1 “n“
the character _.) and / w?» an _ _ zhe g°e ci./ (1 utter the
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word _ _.) respectively.

Ten speakers (5 males and 5 females) of Standard Chinese

were recorded. They had been trained for a short period

before the recordings. A natural speech style was aimed at.

The test materials were read once by each speaker in an

acoustically treated room.

The recordings were fed into a Visi-Pitch (model 6087) for

the extraction of F0. The counter on the Visi-Pitch pro-

vides a digital display of F0 for sustained vowels while the

cursor allows the user to determine the F0 of any point

on the pitch curve shown on the screen with i1 Hz

accuracy.

Fig.1 shows the measuring points of F0. They are: for

high tone (T1) the middle point T1; for rising tone (T2) the

lowest point T2-l and the highest point T2-2; for dipping

tone (T3) the starting point T3-l and the lowest point T3-

2; for falling tone (T4) the highest point T4-l and the

lowest point T4-2.

I T-1-1

T'Z-Z
Tl .

'1‘3-1

T24 \1‘3-2/ T4-2

hinh rising dipping falling

T1 T2 T3 T4

Fig.1 Measuring points of {Mi-rental. frequency

As a first step we only cared about average 1P

differences between vowels but ignored the differences

between consonantal context and interspeaker variation.

The statistical method was acne-way analysis of vari-

ance (with speakers and consonantal environments as a

repeated measure).

RESULTS

1. Vowels Intrinsic Pitch 1 Four Ems

The data which will be analysed in this section . were

derived from 400 monosyllables. The intrinsrc F0—

values for each of 9 vowels and relative F0 differences

(AFO) between the vowel [a] and the remaining 8 vowels at

different tonal points are given in Table l. in which the

data are mean values averaged across consonants,

for 5 males and 5 females respectively. This is also

shown graphically in Fig.2 (see 0—. ).

The data mentioned above permit us to make the followmg

observations: 1) at points T1, T2-2, and T4-l, the F0—

values of the vowels go from high to low as the tongue

height of the associated vowel drops, and the F0 differences

between high and low vowels are significant; 2) at pomts

T2-l and T3-2 a high vowel also has a higher F0 except that

the FO-value of [o] of the males is a bit higher than that of

[1] and [i] and the FO-value of [a] of the femalesus higher

than what is expected. The data at these five pouits show

that Chinese, as a tone language, also exhibits the

influence of intrinsic pitch.

The situation is more complex at points T3-l and. T472.

We found considerable inter- and intra-speaker variability

for FO-values at point T3-l. The main problem at poutt T4-

2 is that the energy at the end of T4 is very low. and the

periodicity is not good enough to permit preCiSion in meas-

urements. As a result there is no consistent influence of

IP at these two points.

Table I. Mean intrinsic F0-value for each of the 9 Chinese

vowels and relative F0 differences (AFO) between the vowel

[a] and the remaining 8 vowels at different tonal points, g

derived from 400 monosyllables, averaged across con-

sonantal contexts, and for 5 males and 5 females respective-

l .
y F0 and M0 (112)

'1'1 ‘1'2-1 '1'2-2 T3'1 '1'3-2 ‘1'4-1 ‘1'4-2

1"0.APO [0.01'0 F0.AFO FopfiFO 1’0.5F0 10.520 70.5")

( 5 Iales )

1 '175 21 118 7 167 16 113 5 89 6 197 22 97 0

I 18127 12211 17120 116 8 .90 7 209'33 99 2

1 179 25 116 5 169 18 115 7 90 7 195 20 101 4

y 180 26 119 8 175 24 115 7 90 7 197 22 101 4

u 161 27 117' 6 168 17 112 4 90 7 206 31 105 8

I 164 10 114 3 156 5 114 6 88 5 187 12 101 4

o 168 14 117 6 160 9 116 8 90 7‘ 184 9 100 3

3' 170 16 116 5 170 19 122 14 88 5 178 3 100 3

a 154 0 111 0 151 0 108 0 83 0 175 0 97 0

( 5 females )

1 291 15 205 7 26510 219 -8 169 -2 312 10 180 -7

‘1 302 26 206 I 271 16 214 -13 172 1 326 24 182 -5

1 295 19 200 2 264 9 216 -11 168 -3 319 17 192 5

y 300 24 209 11 27a 23 219 -a 171- o 3111 16 176 -11

ll :07 31 209 11 289 34 2111 -9 172 1 335 33 184 -3

e 239 13 202 4 270 15 215 -12 170 —1 315 13 103 4

o 278 2 200 2 270 15 213 ~14 170 -1 310 8 183 '4

a 302 26 200 2 274 19 209 -18 161 -10 314 12 182 ‘5

a 276 0 198 0 255 0 227 0 171 0 302 0 187 0
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W1labla

Mean re [or the vowels, plotted as a function of

tongue height. averaged across consonants and for

1 1 1, y u e 0 Ir a

..-. Hora-initial

121yiie-oga

5 males and 5 females respective-1y

...... Ford-final



2. Effect of Word-position g 12

There are additional factors influencing FO-value of the
vowels when the test syllables were in the disyllabic
words. For instance, the FO-pattem of the test syllable
could be modified by the adjacent tones as well as might
vary with different stress pattern caused by different
semantic meaning.

The data in Fig.2 (trand «a ) show that, though semantic
meaning and tonal environment are not separated in the
data, the effect of intrinsic pitch still occurs regardless of
whether the test vowels were in word-irtitial or word-final
position. So the variation of tonal characteristics due to
intrinsic pitch is larger than the one due to semantic and
tonal environment factors. However the magnitude of IP
was reduced in word-final position. This reduction
appears to be related to alowering of F0 in this position
(in Fig.2, the curves derived from the word-final position
are the lowest ones in most cases).

Fig.2 shows FO-values of 9 simple vowels as a function
of the tongue height associated with them. Generally
speaking, in each part of Fig.2, from left to right, the
tongue height of the vowel goes from high to low and it is
accompanied by a drop in F0, which reflects the effect of
IP. But the curves in Fig.2 at different tonal points have
different slopes, i.e. the differences of intrinsic F0 ( AFO)
across the vowels vary from point to point (also see

Table 1.). The AFO at points T1 and T4-l (high F0) are
obviously much larger than those at point T3-2 (lower F0).

Going a step further, there is little difference in AFO
between the males and the females in spite of the fact the
F0 of the females is higher than that of the males. It
indicates that the magnitude of AFO is directly proportional
to some kind of relative pitch value rather than to the abso-
lute‘ FO-value. In tone languages, ‘tonal value’ and
’tonal register‘ are often used to describe the relative
relationships of pitch values. If we call the absolute F0—
minirnum as F0(min) and FO-maximum as F0(max),
then the tonal value T(p) (in Oct.) for F0(p) (in Hz) is
the binary logarithm of the quotient of F0(p) and
F0(min). When F0(p) is equal to F0(max), the T(max) is
the tonal register. Thus

Tonal value: T(p)=log2(F 0(p)/F 0(min )) Oct.

Tonal register:T(max#log2(F 0(max )/F 007101) Oct.

The AFO between i-a and between u-a are plotted as a
function of the normalised tonal value (=T(p) divided by
T(max)) in Fig.3. The ’a ’ represents the averages over i-
a and u-a across the males and the females. It is obvious
that the higher the tonal value, the larger the APO. In other
words, the IP is more marked in the high frequency region
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Fig.3 Ito-n F0 difference: between (Lu) and
In) in directly proportional to the
nor-clued tonal value

of the tonal register than in the lower one.

But the slopes of the two curves of the females tum negal

tive when the normalised tonal value is bigger than 0.8. It
seems that when the FO-value goes beyond certain limits,
the direct proportional relation between _AFO and F0 will

no longer be tenable. This suggests that IS might be worth

while to study intrinsic pitch in a larger F0 dynamic range
such as in singing.

DISCUSSION

There have been various hypotheses for the cause of IF:
dynarnogenetic irradiation hypothesis[7], .source/tract
coupling hypothesis [8], pressure hypothesrs [9], and

tongue pull hypothesis.

Of the various hypotheses, it seems that the tongue pull

theory has received the greatest attention. The early tongue
pull hypothesis [10] supposed that the tongue, when raised
to produce high vowels. pulls the hyoid bone and the
larynx upwards, thus resulting in an increased vocal-fold
tension which in turn leads to a higher F0. But this
explanation is contradicted by the fact that the hyoid/larynx

position always seems to be lower in [u] than in [a].

Ohala [11] modified the tongue pull hypothesis. He thought
that the increased vertical tension in the vocal folds
through the mucous membrane and other soft tissues
without involving the hyoid bone and the hard tissues of
the larynx. In support of this explanation, it appears that
there is a positive correlation between ventricle size,
which is assumed to reflect vertical tension in the vocal

folds and tongue height and intrinsic F0 of vowels. The
tongue pull hypothesis has been expanded further by Ewan
[12]. Ewan suggests that the low F0 of low 'vowels,

which are also assumed to involve a tongue retraction or

pharyngeal constriction component, is caused by the soft
tissues being pressed downwards in the direction of the
larynx and thus increasing the vibrating mass of the
vocal folds, which results in a decrease in F0.

But few of these hypotheses attempt an explanation of
the ’nonlinearity’ in IP. In Chinese the higher the tonal
value, The larger the IP difference; in Italian, the accented
syllables display greater IP than unaccented ones [3]; deaf
speakers often exhibit a larger than normal I? which may
be related to a higher than normal average F0 [131- 1? is
reduced irt final sentence position with a lowered F0 [6]. The
common point of these results is that a larger IP difference
seems always correlated to a higher F0. Moreover. the
variation of tonal characteristics due to syntactic and
semantic factors is much larger at the tonal roof than”
the tonal floor [14]. So a larger variation of F0
always corresponds to a higher F0. And this sort of nort-
lrnearrty is relative to a within- subject variation (i.e. 1‘
does not mean the female should be expected to have a
larger 1? difference than the male because of a higher
vorce). There was a simpler explanation that general relaxa-
tion (as in an unaccented phrased-final position) may reduce
rntrrnsrc F0. But it is contradicted by the evidence
against vowel neutralization in that ’relaxed’ sentence P05”
tron [6].

Here, .we to give a probable interpretation from
the pornt of inherent nonlinearity of the vocalis mu.SCIe
itself. According to Ohala's theory the tongue pull gives
rise to increased vertical tension in the vocal folds
through the mucous membrane and other soft tissues- We
could assume that there must be a series of deformations 5"
the mucous membrane andthe soft tissues, and finally m
the vocalrs muscle itself thus causing increased ten-
ston. The relationship between the tension T and (It
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elongation x of the vocalis muscle can be approximately
expressed as:

T=ae

The incremental tension per unit elongation, as

given by 3T/3.t(=abeb‘) is obviously greater at larger

values of x which generally correspond to higher F0-

values. In other words, the same incremental elon-

gation due to the tongue pull could cause a larger

increase in tension T, thus leading to a larger F0 vari-

ance at high F0 than at low F0. However, it mustbe

emphasized that this is only a probable conjecture.

The reliable evidence for the interpretation should be
based on physiological data. Last, we think that if
this kind of nonlinearity in the production of speech

could be confirmed, it wouldbehelpful for abetter under-

standing of the similar nonlinearity found in the percep-
tion of speech.
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